Discover how Liqui-Box experts in flexible packaging actively contribute to the industry’s long-term growth through quality and innovation.

BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
We design and manufacture fillers, bags and fitments for optimal filling and dispensing at your site, as well as seamless fit at your clients’ dispensing locations. Once our comprehensive system is fully operational in your production site, our experts provide the necessary maintenance and support to help you operate at peak performance over the long term.

liquibox.com/beverages

QUICK CONNECT/DISCONNECT SYSTEM

Liqui-Box pioneered the conversion from transfer tanks to bag-in-box many years ago with the Quick Connect/Disconnect system. The QC/D II is designed to seamlessly work with LBET, DET and Q51 fitments, bags and downstream dispensing equipment. Combined with our bag-in-box solution for beverages, it allows for precise portion control and easy dispensability.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT FILLER

Our range of fillers includes value-driven systems such as the fully automatic model 1500. This filler feeds a strip of bags into the filler, separates the bag about to be filled and fills the bag all in one continuous output cycle.

BEVERAGE MARKETS

Our versatile turn-key solutions allow us to serve a broad spectrum of beverage products such as concentrates and post-mix syrups, fruit juices, bar mix, tea and coffee.
Liqui-Box offers a wide range of film structures and barrier properties such as flex-crack, puncture and tear resistance or tensile strength. All our beverage bags meet superior quality standards in sizes ranging from 0.5 to 6 gallons (2 to 23 liters).

**EXTENDED SHELF LIFE (ESL)**

Liqui-Box ESL bags are non-aseptic, but still significantly extend the refrigerated shelf life of your products.

**ASEPTIC**

Our aseptic bags allow for the non-refrigerated shipment and storage of a product until it is repackaged for final consumption.

**BAG-IN-BOX HELICAL™ TECHNOLOGY**

Our Helical™ bag-in-box evacuation system is proven to evacuate over 99% of a bag’s content, minimizing waste and saving you money. And with less packaging material than rigid packaging, you save on shipping and warehousing costs, while your products enjoy longer shelf life and optimal protection.
Liqui-Box innovates to fulfill global liquid packaging needs with reliable and sustainable solutions that protect your liquid assets and propel your performance and productivity.